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Janet is a chair with or without arms featuring a solid wooden frame stained of Black Oak, Eucalyptus and
Sunrise Oak. Smart and sturdy, it gives a certain presence around a host of different tables. Its constituent
parts are carefully and precisely rounded to create a harmonious whole. The frame, printed and made
ergonomic by a thin layer of superior polyurethane, is hooked onto the two structure’s crossbars, top
and bottom. The result is an exceptionally comfortable integrated system of chair and back that develops
seamlessly. Janet comes with textile or leather upholstery from the Molteni&C range.

This symbol shows that the product has removable upholstery. Only qualified personnel can remove
the upholstery of some of our products. If this information is pertinent, it will be included in the
warnings section.
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This symbol shows that the product is available on request in a fire resistant version that complies with
the standards BS 5852 and TB 117-2013.
The buyer is responsible for checking to make sure that the product is suitable and compliant with the
requirements for the designated use and the current applicable laws and standards for the destination
and use of the product.
Dimensions in centimeters and inches. The right to discontinue and make changes is reserved. This information is based
on the latest product information available at the time of printing.
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FINISHES
STRUCTURE FINISHES
solid wood stained:
eucalyptus
black oak
sunrise oak
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
STRUCTURE
Stained solid wood. Feet in non-slip plastic/felt.
SEAT AND BACK
Body in plastic material with padding in flexible cold-moulded polyurethane foam.
Cover in bonded velveteen, cotton and polyester fibre.
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REMOVABLE OUTER COVER
(See attached card, specifically for the cover).
AVAILABLE IN FIRE-RESISTANT
VERSION TB117 AND BS5852

CHAIR

CHAIR WITH ARMS

SEAT AND BACK

STRUCTURE
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Notes
No reductions or changes in finish are available.
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Dimensions in centimeters and inches. The right to discontinue and make changes is reserved. This information is based
on the latest product information available at the time of printing.

